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Author Explores Rise of
the AntiHero in Society
What if the decisions people make are not entirely their
own? If the shows and movies they watch were written with
the intent to shape their opinions on matters of life and
death?
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“Washington power plays,
Supreme Court intrigue,
religious relics, and a chase
for the ages. Fans of Brad
Meltzer and James Rollins
will love Lynne Constantine’s
THE VERITAS
DECEPTION."
Anthony Franze, Author of
The Advocates Daughter

About the Author

That’s the premise of author Lynne Constantine’s latest
book “The Veritas Deception”, a thriller, inspired by
Constantine’s career in marketing and advertising.
Combining the biblical history and wellknown relics of
books like THE DA VINCI CODE with the political aspects of
Brad Thor’s books, THE VERITAS DECEPTION weaves
ancient history and modern times, including a conspiracy
that encompasses politics, polemic issues like abortion,
euthanasia, vaccinations; reality TV, and the rise of the
antihero.
The book begins with the death of a US Senator. His widow,
Taylor, discovers that he was murdered and his entire
identity fabricated. To uncover the truth, she is forced to rely
on the only man who can help her, investigative reporter
Jack Logan. The key to unraveling a complex web of lies is
a set of ancient relics, dating back to the time of Christ. But
what do these relics have to do with a senator’s death?
Allies turn to foes when Jack and Taylor discover that those
closest to them are part of the conspiracy and that they too
have been manipulated. How long has a puppet master
been pulling their strings—and will Jack and Taylor trust the
right people long enough to win what becomes a colossal
battle for souls?

Lynne Constantine is a coffeedrinking, Twitteraddicted fiction author always working on her next book. She
likes to run her plots by Tucker, her golden retriever, who is inordinately enthusiastic about them. Lynne is
the coauthor of CIRCLE DANCE, and the author of several short stories. She has a master's degree in
business from Johns Hopkins University. Visit Lynne at www.lynneconstantine.com.
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